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OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY DETAILS
Performance Measures for Arrival Profiles
STUDY CORRIDOR: SR 1, FORT WAYNE, IN
Travel time measurement with vehicle re-
identification using Bluetooth MAC addresses
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Application to Single-Controller Diamond
Start
Determine starting intersection j0 
and ending intersection jmax
j = j0
j = jmax ?
END
  = 0
  > B – 1 ?
Add   to all offsets from j0 to j
and calculate delay d 
d  < d(base) ?
Calculate initial delay d(base)
Keep  Discard  
  =  + 1



















































Combined Link, optimal increment d1
Combined Link, optimal increment d2
Combined Link, optimal increment d3
Network View Graph-Theoretical View
a1 = d1









Combined Link, optional adjustment x
x
a1 = d1 + d2 a2 = d2
a2 = d2 + d3 a3 = d3a1 = d1 + d2 + d3
a3 = d3 + xa2 = d2 + d3 + xa1 = d1 + d2 + d3 + x
Link Pivot Algorithm for a Simple Arterial Corridor
• Originally described by Day and Bullock 
(2011), (DOI: 10.3141/2259-04)
• Based on “Combination Method” 
developed in the 1960s
• Start from one intersection and moves to 
other end of the system
• Each intersection offset is optimized to 
achieve best performance for two 
directions on the next link
• Previously optimized link flows are 
preserved by adding new adjustments to 



















































































































Time In Cycle (s)(c)




• The trajectory view contains all the 
relevant information
• Arrival times measured by a 
setback detector
• Phase times measured by the local 
controller
Purdue Coordination Diagram
• Originally described by Day et al. 
(2009), (DOI: 10.3141/2192-04)
• Shows individual vehicle arrivals in 
relation to the duration of green
• Visualize arrival characteristics for 
various times of day in a single 
graphical representation
Cyclic Flow Profile
• Introduced in the 1960s as core 
component of TRANSYT
• Shows average cyclic distribution 
over a time period
• Useful for optimization
a) Existing Offsets
• Offsets are defined by relation to 
the cyclic reference points
• Ring displacement (Ra) determines 
the effective offset of the sub-
intersection within the single-
controller diamond (Int. 3)
Single-controller diamond
b) Adjustment to Diamond 
Controller
• This adjustment (Δ2) moves the 
green bands for both intersections 
within the single-controller diamond
• Ring displacement remains the 
same (Rb = Ra), but the effective 
offset of Int. 3 is now different
c) Counter-Adjustment to 
“Undo” the Previous Step
• To independently adjust the two 
intersections within the single-
controller diamond, we can apply 
this conceptual adjustment to undo 
the previous step
• This adjustment (–Δ2) is applied to 
the ring displacement, and restores 
the effective offset of Int. 3 to its 
original state
d) Independent Adjustment of 
the Offset at Int. 3
• It is now possible to apply a 
completely independent adjustment 
(Δ3) to Int. 3
• This decouples the two 
intersections within the single-
controller diamond, enabling 
conventional optimization methods 
to be applied
• The key formulas are:
     CRR modRing2Ring1oldnew ΔΔ +=
  COO modoldnew Δ+=
  CROO mod1] Ring[2] Ring[ +=
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Int. 1 Int. 2 Int. 3 Int. 4 Int. 5















































































































































































Int. 1 Int. 2 Int. 3 Int. 4 Int. 5





























































































85.5% 83.9%89.6% 68.6% 70.3%90.5%
35.0% 30.5%30.7% 53.4% 63.7%61.9%
17.9% 81.0%6.4% 50.4% 59.6%79.7%
55.4% 73.1%76.2% 63.1% 67.0%62.6%
75.6% 78.2%81.7% 70.7% 69.9%76.3%
(a) Int. 1 Eastbound (b) Int. 1 Westbound
(c) Int. 2 Eastbound (d) Int. 2 Westbound
(e) Int. 3 Eastbound (f) Int. 3 Westbound
(g) Int. 4 Eastbound (h) Int. 4 Westbound
(i) Int. 5 Eastbound (j) Int. 5 Westbound
84.0% 85.4%90.4% 93.3% 91.0%90.5%
42.9% 33.4%30.7% 53.5% 59.4%68.5%
75.2% 84.8%78.3% 70.0% 70.5%82.0%
66.9% 62.2%77.4% 47.8% 67.5%64.7%
70.6% 80.4%83.8% 64.6% 70.2%75.0%
(a) Int. 1 Eastbound (b) Int. 1 Westbound
(c) Int. 2 Eastbound (d) Int. 2 Westbound
(e) Int. 3 Eastbound (f) Int. 3 Westbound
(g) Int. 4 Eastbound (h) Int. 4 Westbound
(i) Int. 5 Eastbound (j) Int. 5 Westbound
Before Optimization After Optimization
Changes in Percent on Green by Direction and Time of Day
CHANGES IN ANNUALIZED USER COSTS
• Existing offset optimization methodology was applied 
to single controller diamond with DDI
• Significant improvements in Percent on Green within 
the DDI and elsewhere in the arterial corridor
• Net annualized user benefit of $563,841
• AM Peak saw net degradation, with marginal improvements 
in the dominant arterial route, at the cost of worsened 
performance on other routes
• Midday and PM Peak both mostly improvements across 
most routes
• The methodology could be rather easily extended to 
































































































































































































































































































































































Arterial Routes Routes to the Freeway Routes from the Freeway
Arterial Routes Routes to the Freeway Routes from the Freeway
Arterial Routes Routes to the Freeway Routes from the Freeway
1 2
3
4
5
6
Map indicating origin
and destination locations:
